Early Astronmical and
Magnetic Observations
in Siam .
In two volumes describing his jom·neJS t<) Siam and other
matters (Paris 168G ;md Paris 1689) Father 'fachard has given
some interestiug information about astronomical and magnetic
observations rnade by himself and other Jesuit fathers at the Cape
of Good Hope and in Siam. It is proposed in this paper to collect
and put in a nnnative f orm tl1e material and det<tils fumishecl by
the two bool,s mentioned, and to re view the res ults.
Tachard, as is well known, was· the most conspicuous member
of that band of six Jesuit mathem1Lticians seut out by Louis XIV.,
under a royal patent, to cany out scientific work in the Indies a.ncl·
in Cl1ina, in order, as the patent puts it, "to establish Security in
Navigation and to improv9 Pciences and Arts." They accompanied
the Chevalier de Chaumont, the first French A mbassaclor to the
Court of Siam, leavin g F ran ce on the 3rd of March, 1685, and
arriving at the ba r of the Menam on the 23rcl of September in the
same year.
Durin g his short stay in Siam Tachard gradually became
mixed np wit.h tl1e politics of th e period and, at the instance of
Constantin Phau1kou, the prime minister, who had persu:tdecl the
King of Siam to countenance. the scheme, he returned to Fra_nce
with de Chaumont in 1686 with a royal request to Louis XIV. to
send out another band of .Jesuit nmthemflticia.ns for permanent
1·esiclence in Siam.
'l'achaeclrefers to this arnwgement as follows : "Not long after this Phaulcon conver sed with the King
about obtaining J 2 Jesuit Ma.thematicians, with the idea of
building an observatory similar to those at Paris and at Pekin.
He explained to His Majesty the glory and utility which would
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accrue to him and the a.dvantage which his subjects would
draw from these from which they would Jearn the most beautiful Arts and finest Sciences of Em·ope. The King consentetl
to this project, aucl it was decided that Tachard should return
to France for the Jesuits. "
The following is an extract from a Iettet· written by
Phaulkon to Pere de Ia. Chaise : " The King my master having already ordered th e
Father Superior to select a site at Lonvo, ( Lopburi ), and
another at Ayutia, to build Churches, Observatories and
Houses, which may seem to him proper, I undm·take at the
same time to give orders that all these will be ready to receive
the Fa,thers on their arriva 1• If the six Ma,thematicia.ns
( the Fathers and my Brothers), have been able to accomplish
so much in two months what will not fifty or more do in the
space of twenty yea.rs. "
This mission, owing to his religious fervour, was evidently
one after TacluLrcl' s own heart, and he was completely successful
for, whereas 12 J esuits had been asked for, ou the 1st of March,
1687, he set sail from Fmnce with 16 members of Lis order . 'rhis
second body of mathematici<tnS tnLVelled to Siam with the French
:lle'et of four ships which condt~ctecl to the East M. La Loubere, the
Envoy Extra01·dinary ft· om Louis XIV. to the King of ~ iam. They
arrived a.t the b:tr of the l\fenam on the 27th of Septe mbet·, 1687,
having call ed in at the C'ape of Good H0pe for provisions, as did
the previous expecl ition.
For the accommochtion of these Jesuits, Phaulkcm had proposed, as we have seen , to build dwelling-houses and obsen·atories
at Ayutia. and at Lopburi. However the revolution which took
p1ace at the latter city in the following year, 1G88, swept away
Phaulkon and his scheme for the institution of the tw o observatories.
The instrumental outfit of the six J esnit fa thers, when they
sailed from France in 1685, included
2 Quadrants of 90 degrees, 1 of 18 in.
1 , 26 ".
3 Great Clocks, showing second;;.
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An instrument to find n,t the same time the Right Ascension
·and Declination of stars .
1 Equinoctial Quadnwt markin g the hours to minutes, n,ml
which carried at its base a great ner.dle to find at all hours the
declinn.tion of the compass . .
2 Hal£ Circles eli viclecl vet·y exa.ctly (from six to six minutes}
for Geometrical Observatio n, one pro,,idecl with a sight rule and the
other with a telescope.

1 Hal£ Circle divided de trois en trois minutes.
2 Repeating pendnlum s.
Some buming mirrors ( hom 12 to 20 in ches diameter).
Magn ets, Microscopes.
Several Therm ometers am113::trometers.
Tubes a,nd instruments fo r ex periments i n vacuo,
A clock for an in clined phtne.
'l'wo instrumeuts of Romer, one representin g the movement
of the Plan ets, the other eclipses of the Sun ttnd Moon.
Several booli s from the Royal Li brary.
'l'o these mus t be rtclded r;e,-eral telescopes of various lengths,
which are r efcrreLl to at different times but not mentioned
catagorically.
Euch a list
tim e, n,nc1ntises in
of the instruments
carried out those
down to us.

could not fai l to be of interest at the present
one's mind the desire for a personal examination
themsel ves, to see the means whereby the fathers
obser vations, the results of which have come

Tachanl mentions t hat on the voya.ge ou b they sighted
"l'is1e de F er," ( Ferro ), the most wAs tern of the Canary I slands,
where om Geographers have fixed their fi rs t Meridian." The
longitude of Ferro is about 18°. 12'. west of the initial longitude at
Gt·eenwich, n,ncl it is no longer a matter of prini.ary importance.
c(
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On the arrival of the two ships, L'Oiseau and La ~Ialigne, at
the Cape the Dutch Commandant kindly lent the Jesuits a house
well suited for stellar observations, and they took the opportunity
to obtain a better value for the longitude of the place by the
method of occultations of Jupiter's satellites, using a, clock ma,rking
seconds of time and an "excellent" telescope, 1~ ft long. It was
11oted that the horizontal thread of the tel escope was not quite
parallel to the horizon, but care was always taken to allow for this
by using the same part of the thread.
Using the Ephemerides of Cassiui the Jesuits claimed that
they improved the accepted value of the longitude of the Uape
by nearly three degrees, as they found from their observations
the ~lifference between th e longitude of the Cape and that
of Paris to be one hour and 12 minutes or 18 degrees. In
1·eality the difference is a little over 16°, but if, as stated by Father
Tachard, the maps of the pariod showed the longitude of the Cape
to be nearly three degrees too far to the East, the claim W<"LS quite
justified.
Observations for Magnetic Declination, (Variation de
l' Ayman ) were made with an astronomical ring aud gave llt
aegrees north-west as the res ult.
On the anival of the Jesuits in Siam theit· tiJne was at first
occupied by ceremonies and functions, but early in December they
were sent to Lopburi, 'rhere they were able to start some astronomicttl ancl magnetic work, twd to prepare for the observation of
an eclipse of the moon to determin e the longitude of Lopburi.
Their proceedings are bost given in Tacharcl's own words.
" When we lmd ani ved at Lou vo we began to make different
observations, including all those we thought necessary for observing
exactly the eclipse of the Moon which should take place on the
11th of December. vVe had not been able till then to use our
instruments beco:~.use all the time we were at Ayntia the City and the
Camping places were so inundated that we had no pla.ce to set them
up. The very house where we were lodged, being of wood, the
least movement shook it so much that om· Clocks and our Quadrants
were djstnrbecl.
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The 6th and 7th of December we noted by the Ash'onomical
1·ing of Sieur Butterfield that the magnetic variation was 26 degr·ees
20 minutes towards the West. This result remained constant
during those two consecutive clays.
The 9th of the same month by altitudes of the same limb of
the Sun, the true time of noon by the seconds clock was 12 hours,
5 minutes, 3 seconds.
The variation of the compass by the parallactic instrument
of Siem Chapotot was found
one
anoth er
:Lnother
another·

tim e

,.
"

"

16 minutes only

31
35
38

"

"

"
"

"

Toward s the
West

This variation was found by taking several times morning
a nd evening equal altitudes of the Sun and observing each time the
.Azimuth, the needle renmining always on the North and South ·
I~in e .

At the last A uclience which His Majesty gave to the Ambassador he indicated to him t hat it would be very easy that we should
mn k e the first Eclipse iu his presence. Some days after that Prince
ordered M. Constance to inform us of the honom which h e wished
to do us. There was chosen for the pmpose a Royal Dwelling,
11amed Tale:-Pouss•Hmes, a short league from Louvo, towards the
East, a little rem oved from the Forest where the King was at the
Elephant Chase. M. Co ustrtnca too 1< us to inspect the place two days
lJefore the Eclipse. A more corwenie nt spot co uld not be selected.
\Ve sa,w the Heavens on all sides auc1 we h <td all tlre space necessary
for setting up our instrnmen ts. After having settled everyth ing we
ret um ed to Lou vo.
On the foll owing clay, the 20th of Decem ber·, by altitudes of
t he same limb of the Sun t <"Lken in the moming between 9 ftnd 10
o'clock, and in the evening betwee n 2 ancl 3, the tme time of noon
lJy the same seconds clock wa.s 12 hrs. 2 min. 31 sec.
Variation of the compass by the Parallactic instrument,
one time
28 minutes.
another time
33
Towards the West.
"
another tim e
21

"

r
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We will investigate in the future if the magnet of the
Astronomical ring declines too much towards the · West, as is ·very
probable; for if that is so it will be necessary t o deduct something
from the variation of the Cape of Good Rope which we found to be
11 degrees and a half towards the West and the Pilots only abou~
9 degrees with their Mariner's needles.

*

*

*

"iVe caused to be tl'ansported to the Ta.le-Poussonne om·
telescopes and a spring clock very trustworthy n,ncl regulated by the
Sun. For we had to observe thet·e the Eclipse, according to the
Drders of the King.

*

-x-

After having rested 3 or 4 hours we re-emba.rkecl· to go to
the ga.llet·y where we wet•e to make the observation. lt ·w&s
·then nefl.rly three hours after mid-night. As soon as we had arrivecl
we set everything in order.

*

-)!-

vVe prepared for the King n, very long telescope of 5 feet in
fL saloon which opened Ol'l the corridor in which we
were. The P enumbra. being well n,dvan cecl th e King W<tS infonnecl
and ca me a,t once t o tlmt window. We were seated on Persian
mats, some with telescopes, others with the clock, others ready to
write the time of the observn,tion. We s~Lluted His Majesty with a.
profound bow, after whi ch the obse rvations were begun.

a window of

*

*

The King expressed a special sa tis facti on in seeing all th e
spots of the ·Moon in th e 'L'elescope, a nd in >:J eeing that the plan
whi ch had been drawn of it at the Paris Obsen 'atory ag reed with
it so well. He put several questions to us during the Eclipse. For
example : Why the Moon appeat·ed upside down in t he Telescope ?
W hy one could still see th e part of the Moon whi ch wa.s eclipsed ?
Whn.t time was it n,t Paris? What co uld be the ut ility of such
observatio ns made at the same time at two places n,t such a.
dist a.nce apar t ? &c.
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He wished to look through a telescope !2 feet long, which
Father de Fontenay was using, and we immediately carried it t o
him. He allowed us to rise and stand up in his presence, and he
was quite willing to look t hrough the Telescope after we had clone
so, for it wa,s necessary to put it in position in order to show it
to him.
Those who know the respectful attitude which Siamese
Kings expect from those who may be in their presence have spoken
to us of this favour as of something vel"y unique.

*

-r.

*

HF.sur.T oF Om·U-:R\'.A.TIONS.

Total Immersion Louvo
Paris by ~I. Cassini ...
'

Difference of :Meritlians
Commencement of Emersion Louvo
Pa.ris
Diffet·euce of 1\Iet·idiaus
Difference of Longitudes
Longitude of Paris
Longitude of Louvo ...

Hrs.
4.
9.

1\'lin.
23.
49.

Sec.
45.
30.

G.

34.

15.

6.
11.

10.
36.

25.

6.

~4.

7.

gsa.

290
"'.
J 21°.

18.

32 '.
30'.
02'.

By the observations of the Eclipse of the lVIoon taken on the
21st of February, 1682, the longitude of Ay utia was found to be
121° , which agrees perfectly with these new observatious. It is an.
ast0nisbing thing that there are modern (~ harts which put the
longitude of Ay utbia. at l -t5°, whereas the gre;Lt Ohart of the
Observatory, made before all t hese observations, gives it at 122!1,
only one degree different from these observn,tions. "
Perhaps t he most interesting account of ·work clone in Siam
by the Jesuits is that of a visit ·pa.id by two oE them, Fathers
Visdelon ancl Bouvet, to a magnetite mine situated in t he Chainrt.t
district. Theit· journey to the mine was ·made whilst T.n.charcl was
absent in Europe on his mission to obtain more mathematicians,
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bu~ the account of it appears in the second volume of his two wol'ks,

published in 1689.

The transla.tion runs as follows:-

"The principal motive of this trip was to engage in the
solution of this important problem: ·whether the varia.tion of the
compass is caused by the unequal attl'action of magnetic parts of
the terrestrial globe.
vVe hoped that making several observations as we approached
this mine, which, according to the report that has been giTen us, is
11ufficiently strong to produce sensible effects for { L radius of ~0 to
30 leagues around, we would find changes in the vn,ria tion which
could only be attributed to the different positions in wh ich the
needle would find itself with respect to the attraction on its poles,
thereby allowing us to dmw the general conclusion that all irregularities come from some such principle.
\Ve were also of opinion th<tt 1f one coulcl<ntce succeed in
establishing this point beyond doubt, one would rende·r an importa.nt
service to the public in relieving it of the superfluous tt-ouble which
has long been taken in ma],ing observations to seek for a regula,r
period of variations, which a.cconling to all appearances are not
found in natme.
For whether th e mn.gnetic virtue which produces this effect
is spread throughout th e earth, which in consequence ought to be
considered in this opinion as a. great Magnet, even a,s Gilbert a.nd
the majority of modem writers maintain, or that this virtue resides
only in l\:Iagnetite Min es, \"vhich appea.r on the surfa,ce of the earth ,
or which are hidden in its breast ; it is unquestionable that the
variation, by an absolute necessity, will alwa.ys follow iLTegula.rities,
which arise from th e different alterations which the parts of the
earth, or, if you will, Magnetite Mines, of which it is full, receive at
different times. So that as this would be a bold entet·prise, to wish
by dint of observations to confine in the limits of a regular periocl
the inequalities of changes which are produced in the earth, by
tha.t multitude of causes which its depth hides from our eyes : so
we could well say that one wonlc1 worry oneself in vain to pretend
to bring under rules the effect of so many causes which do not
have rules.
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Astrologers would succeed sooner in predicting the future by
stars, of which after all the combinations are limited~ and the orbits
1·egulated, than Geographers in making the change which in the
future should come about in the yearly variation on each point of the
earth's surface~ by tables as certain and exact as those of eclipses,
since the causes on which the V<triations depend are capable~ by
their multitude, of receiving an almost infinite number of combina-tions of which each would pass for an Anomaly in the circulation of
the effects of each particulat· cause. For, as this combination is only
formeJ by the fortuitous concurrence of extraneous causes, which
disturb the 1mtural sequence of effects of the ordinary phenomenon~
ami which might perhaps never find the end of their revolution,
continuing alwa.ys to suffer intenuption from others, the wm·ld
would come to an end before they have had time to return to the
point whence they set out, (I wish t o say), to the same state in
which they were when God first gave them their fil'st impulse
at the beginning of the world.
vVe now come to t he observations which the trip allowed us
to make on this subject, leaving each one to draw his own conclusion in favour ( or otherwise) of the opinion which has been
indicated.
The Instruments used were a large Astronomical Ring and a
small half circle, which had given us at Louvo tJ,O 42' of variation

N.W.
We set out from Louvo on the 18th January (1687) with Ml'.
de la Mare, Engineer of his Very Christian Majesty, whom the
King of Siam sent to lay out certain fortifications. vVe went by
the river, which we ascended as far as In-buri, a small market-town~
remarkable for the junction of 3 grea.t roads leading to the Kingdoms of Pegu, Lao, and Cambodia~ where we al'l'ivecl after mid-clay
on the 10 tb. Whilst :Vlr. de la Mare selected a suitable spot to lay
out a fort of 50 toises a side in extent, we occupied ourselves in
taking the variation which we took several times, all our observations giving constantly at least 7°. 30. N, W. The needle of the
small half circle showed it to be a little more, but this excess could
be set down to the fact that we could not place its compass parallel
to that of the R.ing, not being able to detach it as was necessary fol."
this purpose. For this reason we, thereafter, only made use of the
large Astronomical R.ing.
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On the morning of the 20th we measured the width of the
Menam opposite the great road of Cambodia where the fort is to be
erected. We meal!ured on.e side of 45 toises which gave us au angle
of 65° 24' and for the width of the river 98! toises . After that we
mounted on Elephants to go to the place whet·e the King of Siam
-Mshed Mr. de Ia Mare to pla,ce a fortres;;; 300 toises long by 200
'vide to oppose the Cambodians, Laos a.nd Peguans in case of an
insurrection. This place lies at East t South East of In-buri g,t
some 2,000 toises distance. We found there 9° of variation to
theN. W.
Hardly had we returned than we had to re-embark 11t 5
o'chck in the evening to go to the mine.
Before setting out they warned us to look for crocodiles
w~ich are in gl'eat number in this part of the river. In fact on the
following day, the 21st, at 7 in the morning in the space of a short
league a little below a small village called Tahtt Kao we saw everywhere ft·esh signs which these beasts had left on the bank on which
they drctgged themselves, and the marks of their claws were imprinted on the banks where they crawled amongst the reeds whicn
border the river.
At 10 o'clock we landed at Ba.n Kie-biane where we found no
variation. .At 3 in the afternoon we anived at Ohainat-buri.
Chainat, if the Siamese are to be believed, has been at one
time a considerable Town and the Capital of a Kingdom. To-day
it is a colony of 2,000 to 3,000 souls, according to the report of the
country folk. Its situation is very agreeable, on the banks of the
Menam, whfch is here very wide and shallow. We measured the
width with the half-circle and found it more than 160 toises. We
found there at least 40° of vari~Ltion N. W. The mountain Kao Lem,
behind which is the magnetic mine, is to the N. E. t E., a little to
the north, as one sees it in the small map made on this trip.
On the 22nd we travelled by htnd. We came to a village
which is 6,000 or 7,000 toises from Chainat due North. It is
situated between two mountains at the foot of that named Kao
Keiai, from which it has taken the name of Ban Keiai; we found
.there 50° 30' of variation.
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From there setting out to the N. E. some 6,000 toises we
slept at Lompeen, a small village of 12 or 13 houses on a lake of the
same n<~.me. This lake is 200 sen long, following the reckoning of
the Siamese, which comes to 4,000 of their toises which are a little
less thlLn ours. It sustains fish and and crocodiles. Formerly it hacl
a town on its banks which the Siamese say was the capital of a..
kingdom which their kings have conquereu; there are still some
remains of ramparts there.
On the 23nl, after having tra.velleu 6,000 or 7,000 toises
towards the East, we came to the village of Ban-soun, composed
of l 0 or 12 houses. The neighbomhood of this village is
full of iron mines. There is there a wretched forge where each of
the inhabitants is compelled to cast a picul, that is to say, 125 lbs.,
of iron for the King. The works consist of 2 or 3 furnaces which
they fill up, after which they cover the charcoal with the mineral,
and the charcoal burning away little by little the metal is found at
the bottom in a kind of round mass. The blast apparatus used is
very curious. It consists of two hollow cylinders of wood of which
the diameters are about 7 or 8 inches. Each cylinder has its
wooden piston smrounded by a piece of wound cloth which is
attached to the wooden piston by string. .A. single man raised on a.
small chair, if it be necessary, takes one of these pistons in each
hand by a long handle to lower and raise them one after the other.
The piston which he raises allows the ait· to enter, because the top
of the cylinder is a little wider than the lowet· part and upon being
lowered forces the air under pressure into a bamboo tube leading t()
the furnace.
We found near this village 4° of variation to the N. W.
From there we went to sleep in the jungle 3,000 toises from the
mine or thereabouts at the foot of a mountain shaped like a suga1•
loaf, from which it is named Kao Lem. We found at this spot 2.,
of variation to theN. W.
On the 24th we set out early to go to the mine.
This mine is to the west of a fairly high mountain callecl
Kao Pat Ka Dek, to which it is almost joined, so close are they
together. It appears to be divided into two rocks which apparently are united under ground. The larget· in its fullest length,
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which stretches from the .E ast to the West, is abo ut ~0 or 25
geometric paces and 4 or 5 in width from south to North. At its
greatest height it is 9 or 10 feet. It shelves a great deal and is
very rugged. The small one, which is to the north of the larger
one, from which it is distant only 7 or 8 feet, is 3 toises long, and
is neither high nor wide. Its magnetic force is highe t· than the
other. It attracts with an extraordinary force the iron instruments which we used. We made every effort to break and pull
away a piece of the iron rock but to no purpose, our iron tools
which were badly tempered being immediately bent; all splits made
with them in the rock were at once closed up by the magnetic
force. We were thus obliged to try and secure a sample from the
larger rock of which we could only, with gre<tt trouble, break some
pieces jutting out and which gave some hold to the hammer. We
did not fail to get some good pieces, and there is no doubt that
good specimens are to be found by exca.vating a little in the ground.
The poles of the mine, as far as one could judge from the piecee
of iron a ppliecl to it, faced South and North, for one could learn
nothing from the compass, the needle varying so mueh as one
approached it. Here is what was observed touching the variation.
The firRt observation was made at the W. N. W. of the large rock,
at 10 geometric paces distant, if, however, the mine does not
extend very far under the ground. We found 10° V<Lri<ttion t o the
N. W. To the North of the same rl)ck towards the middle at 3 or
4 paces we found no variation. To the E. N. E. of the rock at 12
geometric paces we found more than 80° of variation to the N. E .
And 4 or 5 paces farther to the E. tb e variation diminished by
more than 30°. AtE S. E. of the rock at the S<tme distftnce as
before we fom~d only 40° of variation to the N. E.
These observations were made hastily. vVant of provision s
and the presence of wild beasts obliging us to a hasty return t o
Lompeen where we found nn om return 6° of variation to the N. W.
But there is some reason to believe that the mine effected some
change in the needle, for on the following day. when passing
through Banl{eiai, we found 2° of variation less than we had foun d
before.
Some instruments were left for the F<:tt.hers who are expected
here; they will be able to make use of these for another trip when
they can make observations with greater precision anc1 success. "
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The magnitude of the problem which the Fathers set themselves to solve by their observations on this trip was quite out of
proportion to the results obtained, but those results are by no
means without their utility. When a topographical survey of the
Chainat district has to be made, it will be useful to know beforelland that the compass is not to be relied on in that district, and
indeed it will be of general ad vantage to continue, as it were, the
Fathers' investigations, in order to define properly the limits of the
1·egion within which erratic or anomalous variations of the orc1inary
declination of the needle t ake place.
On arrival at the Cape on his second voyage to Siam Father
Tachard and his companions made use of their opportunity to carry
out further investigations. A fresh determination of the difference
between the longitudes of Paris and the Ortpe was made and he
1·emarks that good marine charts put the longitude of the Cape at
37 degrees or thereabouts, so that the cha,rts had improved since his
£rst voyage, the true longitude of the Cape, with respect to Ferro,
being about 36°. 41'. Father Tachard also took some notes on the
tides and observes that with a north wind blowing one observes no
reflux, while with a south wind the sea mounts to a prodigious
height and does not go down. The declination of the compass was
found to be so. 40', north-west, while the value used at that time by
the local pilots was so. 30' . It was intended to observe for
magnetic dip, on behalf of the Dnc de Maine, but the instmment
for measuring it was not ready to be put on board when the ships
left Brest.

With regard to the latitude of the bat· of the Menam Tachard
1·emarks that nearly all the Marine Charts they had seen put the
bar at 13°. 4·5' uorth, but as t hey had found the latitude of Lopburi
to be 14°. 42'. i:JO" while Father Thomas had found that of Ayutia
to be 14°. 1S'; that of the bar therefore should be a little less tha n
that given by the charts.
'l'he present accepted values of the three
n1entioned are as follows :
Bar
Lopburi
Ayuthia

13.
14.
14. '

25.
4S.
20.

0.
17.
57,

places just
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It will thus be seen that Tachard's inference as to the
latitude of the bar, though based on incqrrect p~emises, was true.

The foregoing pages contain all tha.t is to be extracted from
the two volumes of travels published by Father Tachard, It must
be admitted that the results in quantity do not amount to v,ery
much, but this would hardly be the right WftY in which to weigh
them. At the time when the observations were made they furnishecl
values which were, no doubt, acceptn.ble and accepted as the best
available for use for the construction of charts and for navigation
purposes. From an historical point of view the fact that the
observations were taken at all, aud the circumstances surrounding
them must always remain of interest, especially to those connectecl
with Siam and concerned in any way in its past, whil::;t allied to
this aspect of the case lies the possibility or power, which has its
utility tQ a surveyor, to institute comparisons between the results
obtained then and those of a later date. No doubt other . observations than those set down in the two volumes were made by the
fathers, for there m~1st have been plenty of spare time for such
work. This opens up a question which perhaps some member of
the Siam Society might ta.ke in hand, the question, namely, of
encJeavourin~ to discover, if the Society of Jesuits would permit,
whether they have amongst their archives any papers which contain
the record:S of work done in Siam by their members in olden days,
b.e aring on the subject of this paper, and of which copies may
bE) taken.
It may be stated that to an observer the compa.rison of
l'esults conveys no idea of clisparag,e ment of any of the observations,
of whatever date, provided it is assumed that the best results
obtainable from the instruments used have been secul'ed, and it
might well be more generally understood that the work of compar~
SOil is alway13 ~oing on in some form or another in survey work
of this description. A latitude ol· longitude value may be said to
be good and useful till it is improved upon and superseded by a.
better value, but it does not follow that the first value, when set
aside, may be underrated, for it has served its pmpose, and still
affords a measure for estimating the progress Ol' impl'ovement which.
should constantly be sought for, whilst any better results are
obtainable, in a practical sense.
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In conclusion, let it be said, when considering the work done
in the past by the Jesuit l!'athers in all qua.rters of the globe,
(I 1·efer of course to theit· scientific work outside any efforts in
propagating the gospel) , ancl admiring the results achieved in the
face of difficulties and ad verse conditions, to any one who takes
interest in the historical point 0f view previously refened to it must
be a source of satisfaction that there were found men ready to risk
and to endure the hardships certain to be met with iu o1:der, as we
have read above, that they might ''establish Secmity in Navigation
and improve Sciences and Arts." It is only quite recently that
Geography has been universally elevated to the dignity of a science
and its study a.nd teaching formulated in a manner befitting the
subject. In the annals of that science the Jesuits who tt·avellecl to
the East, and some of whom worked in Siam, will assuredly have
their place.
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